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The Lighthouse by J.L. Jarvis is Holiday. The Hope Harbor Lighthouse draws two people together, where a chance at love waits—if they'll take it. With her life in upheaval, Emily Cooke takes a sabbatical leave to take stock of her life. As she moves into her tranquil beachfront rental, her new neighbor rides into the driveway next door on his vintage motorcycle—and ignores her neighborly wave. Wes Taggert left behind a lucrative career that destroyed his faith in humanity. All he wants now is to be left alone, undisturbed. When news spreads that the historic lighthouse is slated to be demolished, Wes goes to a meeting of locals determined to rescue the crumbling landmark. His new neighbor is there. He can't seem to avoid her. As they work together on the lighthouse project, they find themselves letting down their well-guarded defenses. But secrets from the past will destroy what they're building together unless they find the courage to trust. Book 3 of the Holiday House series, contemporary vacation romances.

More Recommended Books

A Dogwood Christmas

By: Pam McCutcheon

Welcome to Dogwood, Colorado, where a special dog named Match brings soul mates together! In this heartwarming Christmas anthology of sweet romance short stories, you’ll find: “The Legend of Match” Learn how the legend of Dogwood’s matchmaking dog came to be. “Stuck with Santa” by Angel Smits Holly never forgot about Nick, even after he dumped her, but now that they're trapped in an elevator together, will they be able to rekindle their relationship? “Mistletoe Kisses” by Pam McCutcheon Faced with the embarrassment of not having a date for her cousin's wedding, Amber agrees to pretend her best friend, Dillon, is her escort. But what should she do when her pretend feelings become real? “The Sugar Cookie Miracle” by Jodi Anderson Single mom Lana Henderson is only interested in two things—her son, and building a new wedding planning business. But when a hunky best man rescues her son and a pregnant pooch during a snowstorm, her resolve is tested. “A Christmas Catch” by Karen Fox Can a geeky dog-catcher help Arabella Spinnaker find her employer's lost dog, her Christmas spirit…and love? “A Letter to Santa” by Jude Willhoff Will the magic of Christmas help Jack and Dyan find a lost little girl who’s gone on a perilous journey to deliver her letter to Santa? “A Perfect Christmas” by Sharon Silva Lacy wants this holiday to be just perfect for everyone at the ranch, but an unexpected snowstorm threatens to spoil her first Christmas with Chaney. “Operation: Christmas Surprise” by Laura Hayden To surprise her sister for Christmas, Annemarie elicits the help of an old flame—Gio, who agrees to pretend they’re engaged.
to keep her sister fooled. But somehow, the old flames are fanned into a surprising romance....
(Includes recipes!) This collection of stories range from humorous to emotional, but each and every
one is a heartwarming story about couples who are fated to be together, and the dogs who love
them. Sixth in the Dogwood series, though the books may be read in any order. Dogwood, Colorado: 
where the best things in life are rescued. Get your copy today!

All Is Bright

By : Shannon Stacey

New York Times bestselling author Shannon Stacey celebrates the season in these three timeless 
holiday novellas Her Holiday Man Christina Forrester is left raising her young son without any of the 
comforts of their old life. She’s learning to do it all on her own. Well, almost on her own—she’d be 
lost without Gail, the kind widow across the street. And when Gail’s son Will comes home, the 
beautiful and determined single mother awakens something in him he thought was buried forever. 
As Will and Christina are forced to spend more time together, feelings that are more than neighborly 
grow between them. And with Christmas coming and a child filling both houses with holiday cheer, it 
becomes nearly impossible not to embrace the joy—and the love—in their lives. Holiday with a Twist 
Leigh Holloway’s best friend broke Croy Dawson’s heart back in high school, and Croy knows it was 
Leigh’s fault. They’ve never liked each other, but Croy isn’t cruel: he’d never turn away a pretty 
woman in need of some family-Christmas fortification. He doesn’t expect her to drink just enough 
candy-cane martinis to tell him her secrets—and he definitely doesn’t expect to get caught up in her 
holiday madness. Despite the surprising love and laughter, Croy and Leigh can’t escape the truth: he 
can’t walk away from his family obligations and she has a life and career to reboot. But anything is 
possible if your holiday comes with a twist... Hold Her Again Ava Wright isn’t happy to see her high 
school sweetheart rolling into their hometown a few weeks before Christmas. There’s no way she’ll 
be able to avoid him. No one can: he’s become a country-music superstar since going solo and 
leaving Ava behind. Jace Morrow grew up believing “money can’t buy happiness” was something 
people said to make themselves feel better. But now he knows it’s the truth: no matter how many 
number-one hits he has, he’ll never recapture the magic of singing with Ava. Missing her—loving 
her—and living with making the wrong choice in life were what made him who he is. As they fall in 
love all over again, they’re both faced with choices for their future...and this time Jace intends to 
make the right one.

Summer at Buttercup Beach

By : Holly Martin

This summer everything is about to change on Hope Island. The sand is warm, the sea is sparkling 
and a second chance for romance is in the air... For two years Freya Greene has hidden the fact 
that she’s totally and utterly in love with her best friend Rome Lancaster . It’s not been easy - they 
work together in his glasswork business, she lives above his workshop and, he’s completely 
gorgeous. But Rome has never shown any sign of returning those feelings. Until now... Lately 
they’ve shared affectionate moments and words heavy with meaning. Yet Freya knows Rome has a 
damaged heart. After losing his fiancée in a tragic accident, he’s not allowed himself to fall in love. 
Freya has already had her heart broken by a man who couldn’t let go of a past love. Can she risk it 
happening again? Rome and Freya have a friendship that could blossom into something more. But 
are they both brave enough to take that chance? Fall in love on Hope Island with the perfect 
romantic story to escape into this summer. For fans of Miranda Dickinson, Sue Moorcroft and Jenny 
Oliver. Read what everyone is saying about Summer at Buttercup Beach : ‘ I really wish I could give 
this book more than 5 stars because I really loved it. It has definitely become one of my favourite 
books ever ! As soon as I began reading Summer at Buttercup Beach I found it so easy to read and I 
was hooked, I just couldn’t put it down.’ Goodreads Reviewer ‘Everything you could want from a 
Holly Martin book... like coming home to a good friend, warm and comforting ... you know you are
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going to enjoy it, and it doesn't let you down.’ Rachel’s Random Reads ‘Wow! Absolutely fell in love with Rome and Freya! Every time I pick up a Holly Martin book I devour it within hours and Summer at Buttercup Beach was no exception. Holly Martin's writing is more than a 5 star rating ...’ Goodreads Reviewer ‘I have read most of this author's work and loved every one, this was no different. She has produced yet another brilliant story which transports us away to Hope Island once more, and into the lives of those who live and work there. I honestly couldn't put it down.’ Fiona’s Book Reviews ‘I can honestly say that I was swept away by this book. Full of heart, warmth and a smidgen of sexiness this is a perfect holiday read . Sunny, bright and full of hope this is one book you won't want to put down!’ Escapades of a Bookworm ‘When I chose to read Summer at Buttercup Beach , I knew that I'd be in for a treat, as all of Holly's books that I've read so far have been absolutely wonderful. I loved everything about this story, it was delightful to read and there were a few giggles along the way.’ Goodreads Reviewer ‘Another great book by Holly that I absolutely loved, I so fell in love with Freya and Rome, they made the perfect couple, I absolutely love Holly's style of writing, the location in her stories just makes you really want to be there!! ’ Consumer Reviewer

**Icing Isn't Only for Cookies**

By : **Melody Heck Gatto**

This novella was previously published in the Hockey Holidays Anthology in November 2018. Avery James was finally getting her life together after an ugly break-up. It had taken almost an entire year, but she could finally see the light at the end of the tunnel. The Pink Ribbon Cupcakery was busy with orders for Christmas cookies, holiday cupcakes, and preparing for the local orphanage's annual Christmas Eve party. She was enjoying the busy holiday season. When she came face to face with her one-night stand from last New Year's Eve, her jolly mood came to a crashing halt. Literally. In his brash, self-important, smug way, Kyler Wilson flirted his way into her life, her bakery, and her heart. Her brain wanted her to square off her shoulders and tell him that this was her bakery, and her rules, and that he could save the smooth talking for some other girl, because she wasn't ready to be hurt by love again. However, her heart seemed to be in charge. Her legs felt like they were going to crumble each time hockey-boy flashed a grin. It wasn't that she didn't find him deliciously handsome and irresistible, but after being so vulnerable at the hands of her former fiancé, she never wanted to be in that position again. She'd be damned if she was going to swoon like a groupie. Even though tall, dark and handsome Kyler made her weak in the knees with every smoldering look. The deep rumble of his voice sent her heart a flutter. His kisses were pure heaven, and his rock-hard body had her craving more. Kyler could see right through the sugary sweet baker. She wanted him. But then again, what girl didn't? But unlike the usual bunnies that fell at his feet, she was one tough-cookie. And the challenge of breaking through that defensive outer shell was riveting. A year ago, a bottle of tequila helped him get a glimpse of the fun, and free-spirited Avery, and he was on a mission to find that girl again.

**Holiday Hijinks**

By : **Toni Griffin**

This year the holidays seem to be rubbing Archie the wrong way. He can't stand that damn happy music blasting in the stores and all over the radio. The decorations went up far too early—and don't even get Archie started on how cheery everyone is. Seeing the holidays cause Archie to slip back into a depression, Adze decides to take matters into his own hands. The one thing his mate has always wanted is to see the Tudor houses in England. Besides, it's the perfect time to escape the humdrum heat in Melbourne. Adze can't think of anything better than curling up in front of a roaring fire with his mate while snow falls outside. Of course, life would never be that easy. Baby demon stowaways and a Christmas Krampus hell-bent on doing good leave the pair wondering just where things went wrong.
**Summer Secrets at the Apple Blossom Deli**

By: **Portia MacIntosh**

Pre-order the brand new novel from Portia Macintosh! Lily Holmes is ready for a fresh start. And there's no better place to begin again than the idyllic seaside town of Marram Bay. All Lily wants to do is focus on making her new deli a success and ensuring her son's happiness. Not the postcard creeping out of her handbag, and definitely not finding a new man in her life! But this isn't going to be as easy as she first thought. The town is in uproar about the city girl who’s dared to join them and she’s fighting a battle at every turn. Perhaps with a little help from the gorgeous cider farmer next door, she may be able to win them over, but her past secrets threaten to ruin everything... The brand new laugh-out-loud romantic comedy from bestseller Portia Macintosh. Perfect for fans of Jo Watson and Tilly Tennant. Readers love Portia Macintosh! ‘Portia's books just get better and better!’ - Got Books, Babe? ‘Hilarious and refreshingly brilliant!’ - The Writing Garnet ‘I just couldn't put it down!’ - Sweet Is Always In Style ‘Definitely an author I recommend. Trust me, this will lift your spirits and make you smile. Five sparkling gold stars without a doubt.’ - Good’n’Read-y ‘A light-hearted and fun read...highly enjoyable.’ - The Letter Book Reviews ‘A great, laugh-out-loud, British contemporary romance novel...I guarantee it will put a smile on your face.’ - What’s Better Than Books

**The Christmas Wedding**

By: **James Patterson & Richard DiLallo**

Experience the magic of the Christmas season with a holiday wedding, an exciting secret, and a life-changing gift from the bride to her family. The tree is decorated, the cookies are baked, and the packages are wrapped, but the biggest celebration this Christmas is Gaby Summerhill's wedding. Since her husband died three years ago, Gaby's four children have drifted apart, each consumed by the turbulence of their own lives. They haven't celebrated Christmas together since their father's death, but when Gaby announces that she's getting married-and that the groom will remain a secret until the wedding day-she may finally be able to bring them home for the holidays. But the wedding isn't Gaby's only surprise; she has one more gift for her children, and it could change all their lives forever. With deeply affecting characters and the emotional twists of a James Patterson thriller, The Christmas Wedding is a fresh look at family and the magic of the season.

**Confessions of a Bad Boy Santa**

By: **Cathryn Fox**

As the owner and CEO of Sugar Bites, a multi-million dollar Candy Company, I set the office rules, and always lead by example. Until sweet little Eden sits on my lap and tells me all her Christmas wishes. She had no idea I was behind the beard, and I had no idea that beneath her hideous Christmas sweaters, my newly appointed public relations manager was more naughty than nice. I should stay away. I want to stay away. The whole no fraternizing rule was put in place for a reason, but when she's tasked with helping me try out a new body chocolate, things get a little...sticky. I know better than to break my own rules, then again, they don't call me Santa Bad Boy because I'm...you know...good.

**Hot Daddies**

By: **Eva Luxe**

Her baby is mine... and so is she. I'm used to getting what I want. Money, status, fame, women. But then I meet curvy, feisty Juliet. And she's the only one I want to be with. Suddenly I'm wondering why my heart is so tied up in her. I'm not supposed to be with her, but I don't want to let her go. Then I find out she's carrying my child. She thinks it's best for me if it stays a secret. But I'm still going to get what I want. I'll protect her and our baby, for good. **Hot Daddies** is a...
collection of 8 romance books about bad boy fathers and the mothers of their children who win their hearts. The themes include secret baby, single dad, and billionaire baby contracts. The books contain no cheating and no cliffhangers, but a HEA and plenty of steam. They are sure to warm your heart and heat up your Kindle! The books you'll get in this collection are: First Comes Love  Don’t Say a Word  Knock Me Up, Boss  Baby Wanted  Their Protector  Hot Single Daddy  Mountain Man’s Baby  Hold onto Me

**Holiday Wishes and Mistletoe Kisses: A Romance Sampler**

By: **RaeAnne Thayne, Linda Lael Miller**,  
Holiday Wishes and Mistletoe Kisses: A Romance Sampler **FREE DIGITAL SAMPLER FEATURING EXTENDED EXCERPTS FROM THIS SEASON’S BEST ROMANCE AUTHORS** From rugged cowboys to hard-bodied Navy SEALs, there's something for every romance reader. So, curl up by the fireplace and settle in with some of the best holiday romances of the year with this free sampler featuring excerpts from ten new novels written by today's bestselling authors. Featuring extended excerpts from:  
• Sugar Pine Trail by RaeAnne Thayne  
• A Snow Country Christmas by Linda Lael Miller  
• Wyoming Winter by Diana Palmer  
• Christmastime Cowboy by Maisey Yates  
• Moonlight Over Manhattan by Sarah Morgan  
• A Chesapeake Shores Christmas by Sherryl Woods  
• Christmas in Icicle Falls by Sheila Roberts  
• His Secret Son by Brenda Jackson  
• Christmas on the Run by Shirlee McCoy  
• The Cowboy Seal's Christmas Baby by Laura Altom
The answer to that question belongs to Lily Briscoe: Lily doesn't have to get married because she has her work. She can see the Lighthouse, but instead of trying to get there, instead of trying to fit herself into a traditional womanly or maternal role, she paints the scene in front of her. She uses her art to represent the essence of the Lighthouse without actually having to be part of everything it represents. Lily basically marries her art, so there's no cause for Summary of the Novel To the Lighthouse is divided into three sections. The first section, The Window, takes up over half the book. In this section, we are introduced to all of the characters and become caught up in the web of relationships at the Ramsay's summer home. We see a day unfold with the promise of a trip to the Lighthouse (which never takes place), creating an underlying tension during the day. As the day unfolds, we see each of the characters from multiple perspectives. The Lighthouse. What does it mean then, what can it all mean? Lily Briscoe asked herself, wondering whether, since she had been left alone, it behoved her to go to the kitchen to fetch another cup of coffee or wait here. What does one send to the Lighthouse indeed! At any other time Lily could have suggested reasonably tea, tobacco, newspapers.